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SOL Review

General Math Apps

Concepts Covered

Description/How To

K
1
2
3
4
5
3
4
5

Cross-curricular; all subjects
Teacher lesson presentation tool

Teacher presents from his/her Nearpod account on an iPad or computer.
Students open Nearpod, enter code given by teacher, type name or initials
as told by teacher. Teacher guides the lesson.
On “draw it” slides students can draw or write answers. Quiz-students can
go at own pace. Reports are generated. Quizzes are scored.

Teacher Created Math Practice
Assessment Tool

Students use this app to take the practice assessment that teachers create
through Interactive Achievement on a computer.
Students login with their student ID number.
iTest provides students with a cutting edge online testing experience that
includes enhanced technology and tools, while mirroring high-stakes
testing experiences. Available tools include, but are not limited to: ruler,
highlighter, eraser, protractor, compass, straight edge, pencil, and
calculator.

Doodle Buddy

K
1
2
3
4
5

Virtual Whiteboard
Backgrounds, stamps, pens, chalk

Math Stretch

K
1
2
3
4
5

Multiple Skills
Hundreds Chart, Missing
Numbers, Skip Counting, Number
Line, Time, and more

Name:
(back to top)
Nearpod

iA Test
Interactive
Achievement

Icon and

Suggested
Grade
Levels



Students can use the paintbrush or chalk to write numbers,
number sentences, time, etc.
 Make the brush more narrow to make it easier to write
 Use the stamps to do grouping, patterns, counting, etc.
 You can change the background by tapping the icon that looks like
cards.
Tap the “wrench” tool icon to clear the screen.
See each activity for how to use it.

Thinking Blocks
Addition/
Subtraction

4
5

Modeling Word Problems

Drag labels and blocks to the work area to model the problem shown at
the top of the screen.

IXL Math

K
1
2
3
4
5

All areas-few samples for free
version. With a subscription, all
content is available.

Number Pieces
Basic

K
1
2
3
4
5
K
1
2
3
4
5

Virtual base ten blocks and
drawing tools: open-ended; place
value

Enter login information, or tap “continue as guest” on the top right if you
do not have a subscription.
Tap “practice” or “search” on the left to begin.
Tap your grade level.
Tap the content you want.
Tap the specific content.
Tap the speaker to have sentences read aloud.
Tap the dot. Tap submit. If you get it wrong, tap “got it” to continue.
Drag the blocks onto the screen. Use the pen to draw, circle, or write. Tap
the first eraser and rub over what you drew to erase portions. Tap the
bottom eraser to clear the screen. Tap “yes”.

Virtual base ten blocks and
drawing tools: open-ended; place
value

Drag the blocks onto the screen. Use the pen to draw, circle, or write. Tap
the first eraser and rub over what you drew to erase portions. Tap the
bottom eraser to clear the screen. Tap “yes”.

Multiplication/
Division
Fractions/Ratios

Number Pieces

Number Line

K
1
2
3
4
5

Number Line-Multi-use

Mark the number line with multiples of any whole number from 1 to 100.

Number Line helps students
visualize number sequences and
model strategies for addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and
division. It can be used to

• Add and manipulate forward and backward jumps.
• Hide and reveal numbers on the number line.
• Use the drawing tools to annotate work and show understanding.

represent sequences of numbers,
including whole numbers and

• Write equations and expressions with the text tool.

multiples of a variety of numbers.

Pick a Path
(NCTM)

4
5

Addition/Subtraction
Multiplication/ Division

The game is played by navigating Okta from top to bottom — adding,
subtracting, multiplying and dividing as you go!
Earn 1, 2, or 3 stars by completing various mazes involving integers,
fractions, decimals, exponents, and more.

24 Game

3
4
5

Addition/Subtraction
Multiplication/Division

Tap Start. Make the number 24 by using all 4 numbers on the card. Use
the operations on the bottom as needed.

K

Matching Shapes Puzzle-place the
shapes in the puzzle.

Move the shape pieces to complete the puzzle. A vocabulary word is
presented when the puzzle is complete.

K
1
2
3, 4, 5

Tangram puzzle

Choose a puzzle to solve, and try to fit all seven game pieces within the

K
1
2
3
4
5

Virtual Geoboard

Geometry
(back to top)
Shape Builder Lite

TanZen

Geoboard

shaded puzzle area without overlapping. TanZen will recognize when the
puzzle is finished.

Tap the “i” for information about the app.
Drag the rubber bands from the bottom to the pegs; stretch the rubber
bands by tapping and dragging to another peg.
Tap and drag the grid on the top-right for a more detailed grid.
Use the tools on the bottom to clear the board, fill the shaped, fill all the
shapes, or delete shapes.

Patterns/Sorting
apps
(back to top)
First Grade
(Owl icon)

K
1

Patterns/Ordering/Word Bingo

Select the difficulty level on the bottom left. Tap the desired object. Click
the X and drag to the left to exit the activity.

Learning Patterns
(alligator apps)

K

Patterns

123 Easy and Hard, ABC Easy available. Tap the Pattern row, tap to play.
Tap and drag the answer to the box.

KidsPatterns

K
1

Patterns-easy

Look at the pattern in the bottom row. Tap and drag into the box the
shape in the top row that would complete the pattern. Tap the arrow
pointing to the right for the next one.

K
1

Patterns-7 levels (shape, color,
size, attributes, etc.)

Choose a level. Tap the object under the row to complete the pattern. (Do
not tap Next.)

K
1

Pattern recognition; sorting by
size, letters/numbers, position

Choose the object to complete the pattern on the train.

Sorting Machine

K

Sorting/comparison

Drag the objects to sort them in order from left to right.

What’s Different?

K

Only Level 1 is free.

Look at the 4 pictures. Decide how they are alike. Tap the one that is
different.

Patterns (red and
orange icon)
( DJ only)
Caboose

No image
available

Counting/Number
Sense apps
(back to top)
Counting
Caterpillar

K
1

Counting to 100, by ones, 5s,
random.
Sequential Order
Skip Counting
Order, count, tracing

Drag the aphid to the caterpillar’s mouth in order.
Tap the butterfly icon to see the butterflies you’ve earned. Tap the
Caterpillar to go back to the activity.

123 Counting Fun

K
1

Good for beginning counting and numbers.
Tap the “Interludes” or “Play” to play. Tap the answer, tap OK, tap Next.

Count Sort

K
1
2
3

Sort, Count, Estimate, 10 frames,
More/Less

Tap Options to set game, number of chips, etc. Tap Instructions for
instructions. Tap New Problem to begin. When you tap the correct
answer, it will turn green. Tap New Problem to continue

123 Tracer Free

K
1

(Don’t use-Trace Me); Count Mecount and find the number; Count
ME-count by 1, 2, 5, 10; Pop Meaddition; subtraction

Maria Counts

K
1
2
3

Story-Counting Pumpkins

Tap- Count Me, Pop Me, Add Me, Subtract Me
Count Me-count the object shown; tap the number
Pop Me-Tap the number to count by (2, 3, 5, 10, even, odd, 321, 123), then
pop the balloons in order
Add Me/Subtract Me-tap the Play button-solve the equation, tap the cloud
with the answer.
Tap the House to go back home.
Tap the + to see rewards earned
Math-based story

KidsCalc 100

K
1
2
3
4
5

Counting,
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Divsion

KidsCalc100 is a visual counting board for children to make basic arithmetic
calculations up to the number 100. It is a modern version of the traditional
school abacus. It facilitates children's conceptual understanding of the logic
behind addition, subtraction and multiplication procedures ant it’s relation
with the concept of quantity.

Line ‘em Up

K
1
2

Sequential Order
Missing Numbers

Number Lines

K
1
2
3

Counting On (adding), Counting
backwards, Skip Counting,
Sequencing

Number Line

K
1
2
3
4
5

Open-ended; addition,
subtraction, multiplication,
division.

Place numbers in sequential order or fill in the missing numbers.
In Options:
Select 10, 15, or 20 tiles
Numbers up to 100
Choose: One pile, spread out, or “surprise me”
Tap “New Line” to begin.
DO NOT TAP ON THE ADS AT THE TOP OF THE SCREEN.
Choose your activity, move the frog to the correct answer.

Number Line helps students visualize number sequences and model
strategies for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. It can be
used to represent sequences of numbers, including whole numbers and
multiples of a variety of numbers.
Students can use what they know about number relationships and
computation to identify missing elements of sequences shown on the
number line.
Tools are on the bottom of the screen.
1st tool-start over
2-jump
3-count by 1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 100
4-spacing
5-show/hide numbers on the line
6-calculator
7-pen
8-trash
9-instructions

Skip Counting

K
1
2

“Count by 1, 2, 3, 5” or “Count to
Add” (counting on)

Have students to count the objects and count on before they tap the
pictures to count; then tap the correct answer.

Squeeze

K
1
2

Two player game-guess the secret
number.

First player guesses the secret number by clicking on a number on the
number line. Choices are narrowed down. Next player guesses and so on.

Number Math

K
1
2
3
4
5

Choose: Number of Questions
Choose: Difficulty Level-Junior, Easy, Moderate, or Advanced
Choose Activity.
Activities are timed, shown on the top of the app. score and progress are
also shown.
Drag the correct answer into the blue square. A buzzer will sound if the
answer is incorrect.
Click on the blue arrow to go to the next question.
Click on the house to return to the main screen.

Okta’s Rescue
(NCTM)

K
1

This app has six different
activities, four different difficulty
levels, and the option to select 10,
20, 30, 40, or 50 problems.
Greater Less: users select a
greater than, less than, or equals
symbol when given two numbers
Before After: users select the
number that comes before or
after a given number
Missing Number: users select the
missing number when given two
numbers
Rounding: Users round a given
number to the nearest ten.
Skip Counting: users finish a
pattern
Arrange in Order: users arrange
three numbers in proper order.
Counting

Look at the red number in the circle. Tap that many octopi, then click the
green arrow that says “click”. Save as many as you can before time runs
out.

10 frame fill

K
1
2
3
4
5
K
1
2

Counting to 10

Tap Instructions. Tap Options to turn on/off number sentences. Tap the
answer. Tap NEW FRAME for a new problem.

Number line

Drag the boat left or right, tap the number on the bottom. Tap the lobster
trap to open. Avoid the eels when diving.

Zen of Ten

K
1
2

Counting to 10

Tap “Start Zen of Ten” simultaneously tap pairs of numbers that equal ten.
It is timed.

Mathematical

1
2
3
4

Place value

Tap Start Game. Drag the ones, tens, hundreds into the green box to equal
the number shown. Tap Check Answer.

Lobster Diver

Addition/
Subtraction apps
(back to top)
Know your Math
Facts free

K
1
2

Addition/Subtraction fact familiesSingle digits

(see Tutorial in app) Drag the seed to the proper place on the watermelon
slice to complete the facts.

Math Flash Cards +

K
1
2

Addition facts flash cards

Subtraction for
Kids

K
1
2

FlashToPass

K
1
2
3
4
5
K
1
2
3
4
5

Basic-Subtraction Practice (only
Level 1)
Advanced-Two digit subtraction
problems
Addition Flashcards
Timed, 6 levels of difficulty (up to
2 digit addition)
Do not tap on the ads on the top
of the screen.

(skip the rating)
Select Sound on-off
Tap Addition
Tap the number in Questions and type the number of questions you want.
Tap First Number-choose your starting number up to 99.
Tap Max Number-choose your maximum number up to 99.
Tap “i” to reset or go to the Main menu.
Tap Basic or Advanced. Tap Level 1 Test or Practice.

Math
Concentration
(NCTM)

Matching words/images to
numbers or shapes

Tap +, tap level of difficulty. Beat the timer. Tap the answer, tap Enter. X
to erase. Tap the red button to stop.

Choose your level.
From the main menu, choose:
 Level:
o
numbers 1-6
o
numbers 1-10
o
geometric shapes
o
multiplication facts
o
fractions
o
fractions, decimals, and percent



Players: one or two players
Games: hidden (covered windows) or revealed (glass windows)

Math Chicken
Number Line

1
2
3

Addition/equal value

Within the game, choose any two windows. If the images under the
selected windows are equivalent, a match is made. In one-player mode,
the game ends when all six matches are made. In two-player mode, points
are earned for matches, and the player with the most points wins.
Make both sides of the scale equal. (add 2 numbers)
Tiny Chicken is determined to get across the bridge that is weighed down
by sandbags.
Balance the ‘Number Line’ by dragging the weights lying under the bridge
and setting it to the right answer-magnet.

Math-tastic
Addition

K
1
2
3

Addition

Math-tastic Addition is focused only on teaching addition. Starting from
single digit addition, kids can work their way up through ten levels of
addition mastery. Each question allows the student to write their own
answer -- working through the problem on their own whiteboard. Once they
have written out their answer, they can then enter the answer for instant
feedback.
Students figure out their own answers using a whiteboard. And every
question is saved so you and your math student can review questions and
answers later.
Math-tastic Addition also includes five video tutorials on addition from
khanacademy.org. So focused help is just a couple of taps away.

Math-tastic
Subtraction

K
1
2
3

Subtraction

Math-tastic Subtraction is focused only on teaching subtraction. Starting
from single digit subtraction, kids can work their way up through ten levels
of subtraction mastery. Math-tastic allows the student to write their own
answer on the iPad's touch screen, allowing the student to work through the
problem on their own. Once they have written out their answer, they can
then enter the answer for instant feedback.
Every answer is saved, so you and your math student can review questions
and answers later.
Math-tastic Subtraction also includes six tutorials on subtraction from
khanacademy.org, so help focused only on subtraction is just a couple taps
away.

Thinking Blocks
Addition/
Subtraction

5

Modeling Addition and
Subtraction Word Problems
(money)

Drag labels and blocks to the work area to model the problem shown at
the top of the screen.

Flow Math

K
1
2
3
4
5
K
1
2

Addition/Subtraction

Find the two numbers that add up to the number in the circle.
Tap the green arrow to get a new problem.

Addition-Level 1 only
“Flashcards” Timed addition
problems

Choose Maximum number, operation, number type and number of
flashcards. Tap “Start Game”. Tap the digits in the answer, then tap the =
button.

Math Kid

K
1
2

Addition/Subtraction

Go to Setup-Parent Zone-choose Operations-choose Minimum and
Maximum for sums.

Math Drills

K
1
2

Addition/Subtraction

Choose operation. Choose “Review-Practice or Timed Test”
Settings-choose sum minimum and maximum.
Type the answer, tap the arrow/return button.

Arithmetick

K
1
2
3
4
5

Addition/Subtraction
Multiplication/Division

Tap 2X in the bottom right to enlarge the screen.
Choose “Easy” and select Addition and/or Subtraction.
Tap Start. Tap the answer on the bottom. Game is timed. Answer before
the apples disappear.

Mad Math

Subtracto

K
1
2
3

Subtraction

K-Choose “Tiny” numbers to add. Tap 2X on the bottom right to enlarge
the screen.
Tap the answer on the bottom. Tap “Start new set” when done.

Math Bug

K
1

Addition/Subtraction (level 1 only)

Read the number sentence on the bug. Count the flowers if needed, tap
the bird with the correct answer.

Basic Math (circle)

K
1
2

Addition/Subtraction

Settings-choose time delay, sums. Select operation, tap the answer on the
bottom

Find Sums

1
2

Addition

Tap 2X in the bottom right to enlarge the screen.
Select “part to whole” or “apples”, choose target sum, tap Done. Tap Play.
(Find 2 tiles to add to equal the bottom number in the top box. For
“apples’ find two number tiles to fill the boxes (ex. 4 +6 = 10) Keep
tapping 2 numbers that add up to the target number until all tiles are
gone.

Tiny Chicken
Learns Math

2
3
4
5

Addition/Subtraction-sums to 20
Multiplication/ Division

Tiny Chicken need to get across the river but there is no bridge.
The only way is by strategically placing a raft in the water for Tiny to bounce
off it. The position where the raft needs to be placed is depicted by an
arithmetic problem.
The game engages and challenges children by having a time countdown in
which they need to mentally calculate the solution to the problem. This
game will allow children to hone their addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division skills via a fun, easy to play game mechanic.

Tap Play. (Tap “I do not want these awesome features”) Select operation.
Select Level 1. The first two problems are examples to show you how to do
it.
Drag the raft above the correct sum shown in the water. Tap “pause ||” in
the top left to pause or return to home.

Kids Math (Kids
Math Ace, Math
Free, red, owl icon)

K
1
2

Counting, Addition, Subtraction

Tap INFO, then Settings to choose your activity. Tap the house, then PLAY.
Tap the answer.

Kids Math FunKindergarten

K
1
2

Addition and Subtraction totals to
20. (only for advanced students or
end of the year)

Tap the BEE in the bottom right for SETTINGS. Chose total number of
problems desired and time limit, then tap the HOME icon. Tap ADDITION
OR SUBTRACTION. Tap the correct answer, then NEXT.

Number Math

K
1
2

Greater/Less Than; Before/After;
Missing Number, Skip Counting,
Rounding, Arrange in Order

Choose number of questions, Difficulty Level, then Activity.
Tap the answer on the bottom, drag up into the circle or square. Tap the
blue arrow for the next problem. Tap HOME to return to the main screen.

My Math App

K
1
2

Addition and subtraction practice,
2 digits.
(warn students to not tap on ads
on the bottom)

Tap the digits in the answer (123, would tap 1-2-3)tap the checkmark for
the next problem. Tap the Home to return to the main screen.

Math Regrouping

2
3
4
5

2 and 3 digit addition and
subtraction with regrouping

*Solve the regrouping problem as you would with a pen and paper. Do
carryovers and borrows by writing them over the problem with your finger.
* Two and three digit questions presented.
* You can set the number of questions and the time to solve the questions
in the settings area.
Tap + or – to select addition or subtraction.
Use your finger to write the numbers in the boxes and to cross out to
borrow. Eraser erases. When you have solved the problem, tap the correct
answer on the bottom. Tap the red arrow to go back.

Math Monsters
Bingo

1
2

Addition and Subtraction game
(Warn students to tap the X if an
ad to buy pops up.)

Tap PLAY. Tap NEW PLAYER. Enter intials. Tap your name. Tap EARN
POINTS. Tap LEVEL (Beginner), select operation (addition, subtraction).
Tap the answer tile, making your choices in a row to get BINGO.
Sound can be turned off.
If all players have been used, tap one of the names, tap the pencil, and
change the name.

Math Board
Addition

2
3
4
5

Addition-multi-digit

Settings-choose horizontal or vertical, number of problems, max and min
numbers, etc.
On bottom of screen-Problem Solver-write to solve your equation. Tap the
“up arrow” to make it full screen. Tap the “recycle symbol” to erase.
Problem Solver-type in your equation. It will show you the steps for
solving the equation.
Math Tables-addition table
Activities-Find the Sign, Equality/Inequality/Match Math
Tap X to leave the quiz. Tap the “back arrow” to go back.
Tap Play Again-New Quiz.

Addition !! (FreeHorizon)

2
3
4
5

Addition-modeling step-by-step

Features of the lite version:
1) 2 numbers to add (addends)
2) 1 to 3 digits in each addend
3) Tutorial animation speed setting
4) User settings for up to 5 users
5) "Play Tutorial" button to show the step by step solution for each problem
6) "Hint" button for instructional guidance on current step
7) "Help" button for automatic completion of current step

Subtraction!!
(Free-Horizon)

2
3
4
5

Subtraction-modeling step-by-step Features of the lite version:
1) 1 to 3 digits in each number
2) Tutorial animation speed setting
3) User settings for up to 5 users
4) "Play Tutorial" button to show the step by step solution for each problem
5) "Hint" button for instructional guidance on current step
6) "Help" button for automatic completion of current step

Pop Math Lite

Deep Sea Duel
(NCTM)

K
1
2

2
3
4
5

Addition only





Addition/Strategy

Students look for the number sentence bubbles first.
Tell the students they are not to randomly pop the bubbles. They
have to solve the equation, then tap the answer bubble.
Tap a number sentence bubble, then the answer bubble. If they
are correct the number will pop. You will hear a squeaky sound if
they are getting the answers wrong.

Continue through the levels (look for special backgrounds on each level).
In the 9-card game, the object is to choose cards so that the sum of any
three of them is equal to the specified sum. In the 16-card game, the
object is to choose cards so that the sum of any four of them is equal to
the specified sum.
The game has three settings:





Top-It-Addition

1
2
3

Addition (0-10) -2 player game

Top-It-Subtraction

1
2
3

Subtraction 2 digit numbers-2
player game

Number of Cards: Choose either 9 or 16 cards.
Types of Numbers (nice – nasty): The game always uses
positive numbers, but nice will give you small integers, whereas
nasty will present you with ugly-looking decimals.
Degree of Difficulty: You'll have a fighting chance if you select
easy, but you better wear your thinking cap if you choose hard!

During the game, you and Okta will take turns selecting cards. The first one
to get the specified sum with three cards (in the 9-card game) or four cards
(in the 16-card game) wins the game. The sum to be obtained will be
shown on the seashell in the lower left corner.
A running total of the number of wins, losses, and ties will be kept.
Choose a color for each player. Deal 2 cards to each player. Player one
answers the sum of the 2 cards. Tap digits, then OK. Second player
repeats (follow spoken directions).

Choose a color for each player. Deal 2 cards to each player. Player one
answers the difference of the 2 cards. Tap digits, then OK. Second player
repeats (follow spoken directions).

Add_Free
(Awesome
Flashcards)

Sushi Monster

K
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

2 players- flashcards

Addition or Multiplication
Level 1-adding numbers 1-12

Gear = settings
? = how to play game
Tap the monster for your operation.
Target numbers are shown on the top left. Feed the monster-look at the
number on the monster. Tap 2 sushi dishes to equal that number. Try to
beat the clock. Tap Pause to pause, restart, or choose another level

K
1
2
3
4
5
K
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Measuring Length with a ruler

Length and Time (don’t like the time feature)
Length: chose inches and easy for K. Move the ruler to measure the
object, tap the number in inches, tap “Submit”.

Measuring length with a ruler

Tap the blue play button. Choose centimeter, inches, or millimeter. Tap
OK. Move the ruler to line up the ruler to measure the object, tap the
answer.

Learn how to read a rulerfractions. Teaches the meaning of
each line on the ruler.

Tap Inches or Centimeters. Give the students a measurement/fraction to
find on the ruler. They move the red arrow to the correct indicator on the
ruler.

Choose difficulty level from slider-Easy to Hard. Turn sound off by tapping
speaker icon.
Read the equation-figure out the answer, share with your partner. Tap
“Show Answer”. Tap “Next Flashcard”, second player answers.

Measurement apps
(back to top)
Measure (green
clock)

Measure Length
(purple elephant)

Reading the Ruler

Telling Time apps
(back to top)
Tell Time-Little
Matchups

K
1

Match the analog and digital
clocks

Settings-set time to hour, half-hour, etc. Turn off what you don’t want.
Tap “Back” to play.
Drag the clock to the matching box.

Apples (in Hour
Hands)

K
1
2

Time to the hour, half-hour and
quarter hour

Choose “Kindergarten” for time to the hour. Tap the apple with the
correct answer; tilt the iPad/iPod to make the apple land in the basket.

Telling Time

K
1
2

Time-Digital only (Photo
Matchups)
Time to the hour and half-hour

Tap SETTINGS (gear). Allow hints, choose minimum and maximum number
of choices, choose to hour, etc.

Time? (frog)
A Basic Time App

K
1
2

Time to the hour and half-hour

Teaches time to the hour. Turn off sound (not needed).
Tap the 2X in the bottom right to enlarge the screen.
Tap “Play. Tap “time is”, say the time. Tap “show clock” to see the
answer. Tap the right arrow to go to the next question.

Interactive Telling
Time

K
1
2

Time to the hour and half-hour

Settings-to adjust settings or empty the Aquarium; change clock for lion
clock (hours only) learning clock (includes minutes), Aquarium= fish you
earn playing the game. Tap PLAY. Move the hands on the clock to match
the time said and shown. Tap SOLVE.

Toy Clock-training
clock

K
1
2

Time to the hour and half-hour

Choose a Clock face before beginning based on student needs. Face 1 is
very clean and basic.
Tap TRAINING CLOCK. (Teacher can say a time to set)-students drag the
red minute hand to show the time. Tap the speaker to hear the time.

Telling Time Free

K
1

Telling Time to the Hour

Time is spoken and shown in text. Student taps the matching analog clock.
Tap on the “gear” to set the number of clocks you want shown.

Telling Time Quiz

K
1

Time to the hour and half-hour

Read the time in words, tap the correct clock.

MathTappers
Clockmaster

K
1
2
3
4
5

Telling time to the hour and halfhour, minutes
 Tap the green chalkboard to
adjust settings
 Choose-difficulty, the kind of
top and bottom clock (choose
normal analog), whether you
want to adjust the top or
bottom clock, what type of
clock face you want to show
(tick marks for the minutes; 5
minute increments, or 1
minute increments).
 Tap Done




Tap Play.
Based on the settings you chose, make the time on the two clocks
match. Drag the hands on the analog clock or scroll the time on the
digital clock.
 Tap Check.
Tap Next.
Players may choose both the type of clocks that are presented and which
clock will be set during the game (top or bottom).
For the top clock there are two modes:
The ‘Normal Analog’ version is a traditional clock face with minute and hour
hands while the ‘Broken’ clock shows only the hour hand (with the minute
hand broken off). When the minute hand is missing the child can focus on
the relationship between the hour hand and the hours and minutes shown
on the digital clock.
For the bottom clock there are also two modes: The ‘Digital’ version is a
traditional digital clock – a representation found on most electronic devices
and computers.

Kids Time Fun
(may be purple or
green)

K
1
2
3
4
5

Choose:






Tap the tools on the top-right to choose your settings. Choose:
number of questions or minutes; choose difficulty level (tap the
colored belts).
Tap Done.
Tap the game you want to play (Tell Time).
Tap the time on the bottom of the screen.

Money apps
(back to top)
*Coin Math

K-5

Coins
“What the Coins Look Like”
“Beginning Matching Coins”
“Match the Coins”
“Count the Coins”

This app has four activities and an information section about coins.
Includes Ads.
Match the coins: users match the coin to its amount
Shopping: users drag the correct change to the counter to pay for
an item
Count Coins: users count the coins and select the correct amount
Make Change: users must make correct change for a purchases
item
What the Coins Look Like-shows the coins with a written
description of each, including the president/image and its history.
The directions are audio and text based. Includes half dollar and
dollar coins.





To teach coin names-tap “What the coins look like”
Scroll down to see all the coins.
Tap the button on the top right to see coin backs, quarters,
and dollars
“Match the Coins”
 Drag the coin to the correct piggy back (matching coins to
values)
 A green check mark means you got them all right
 New coins with backs showing will appear to repeat
 Tap “start over” on the top right
 Tap the House to return to the main menu
Coins (k12-blue
and
yellow)(Counting
Coins)

K
1
2
3
4
5

Coins

Show Values activity-(only part of app appropriate for K)-drag the coin on
the table, click “Show Value” to see its value.

Amazing Coin

Amazing Coin

Sticker Shop

Count Money
(Little Matchups)

2
3
4
5
2
3
4
5

Coin recognition, values, and
patterns-mixed practice

Tap the green play arrow to begin. Tap the red arrow to begin again.

Coin recognition, values, and
patterns-mixed practice

Tap the green play arrow to begin. Tap the red arrow to begin again.

3
4
4
5
K
1
2
3
4
5

Money-coins; selecting coins to
make a total to buy a sticker.

Select a sticker from the blue book. Drag the coins to the counter to buy
the sticker. Tap “Check out”.








Tap “No Thanks”
Tap the gear for
Settings.
Turn Audio tips off
or on.
Choose the
minimum and
maximum number
of items on a page.
Scroll down, turn on
(blue) the value of
the coins you wish
to use.





Tap Play
Drag the coins together that match in value
Tap Home to return to the main screen.

Tap Back.
Count Money !
Free

4
5

Adding coins, values

Count Money ! is a great way to practice counting money. Select the
difficulty level and number of problems in the "Settings" screen. Progress
through the difficulty levels until you master counting money.
Use the + and – buttons to add or remove coins. Tap Check, tap Next.

Coins Genius

2
3
4
5

Coins-count the coins as quickly as
possible

Turn sound on or off. Tap Start. Count the coins, tap the amount.

Counting Bills and
Coins

2
3
4
5

Money-bills and coins

Counting Money-type the total of the coins and bills you see. You can
select coins, or bills and coins. There are 3 levels of difficulty.
Show Me the Money-drag bills and coins to make the total shown.
Making Change-Word Problems-Making Change-Drag bills and coins to
give customers change for their purchases.
Matching Amounts-Make the amount shown by using a different
combination of bills and coins.

Penny Me
(MES only-no
longer available)

1
2
3
4
5

Coins

Tiny Chicken
Learns Currency
Farmer’s Market

3
4
5

Money, making change

Show Values-drag coins and bills to count up, and then check your answer.
Learn coin values. Tap Tutorial, Options, Quiz, or Count.
Option-Easy (amount is shown on each coin) or Normal. Turn sound on or
off.
Tutorial-shows front and back of coin and value.
Count-an amount is shown. Place the coins on the screen to equal the
amount.
Quiz-Count the coins, tap on the amount.
Help Tiny sell items at the Farmers Market and learn about currency.
In this game, people from the village come down to the Farmer's Market
which is run by you.
They buy goods and pay in cash and it is your job to tender the correct
amount of change.
Sell 10 items correctly to win the game!
The game provides a fun environment for children to practice their addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division skills while playing shop.
An adaptive game engine makes sure that children are always challenged.
The game becomes more and more challenging as the child gets the change
right keeping her always engaged.

Fractions apps
(back to top)
Fraction Circles

K
1
2
3
4, 5

Fractions-teaching fractions

Tap “Fractions Factory” or “Free Play” to teach kids fractional parts.

Pizza 1

K
1
2
3
1
2
2

Match the fraction to the
fractional part.

Tap the fraction that shows the fractional part of the pizza shown.

Learn fractional parts

Flashcards teaches basic fractional parts with pictures, fractions and audio.
Quiz-Choose which part is shown.

Fractions with
Trains

2
3
4
5

Fractions

Basic Fraction

2
3
4
5

Fractions-Identify, Compare,
Reduce, Word Galaxy, Find X, Add,
subtract, multiply, divide

Tap the fraction you want to start with: ½, 1/3, ¼ 1/5, 1/8.
Look at the number line. Determine how many parts make 1 whole. How
many parts are missing? Choose the correct fraction from the ones
shown. Tap it. Drag the fraction to the train track. If it spins off, you are
wrong. Try again.
Learn and practice the fundamental concepts about fractions including
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Extensions to fraction
include algebra (introduction through Find x questions), decimal and
percentage.

Fractions-The
Whole Story

Tell kids to not tap on the ads on
the bottom.

2 games are provided to make these fraction drills fun. Tic-Tac-Toe is a 2player game where players take turn to mark the board and work on
fractions. Word Galaxy is a single-player game that will flex the left and
right hemisphere of the brain while the player solves fraction questions
and a word/phrase puzzle.
Suitable for kids 12 years old and below.
Features:
- Identify fractions with visual images
- Compare 2 fractions with visual aid
- Reduce/Simplify fraction
- Perform addition,subtraction,multiplication, or division on 2 fractions
- Visual feedback is provided for both correct and wrong answers.
- Full rotational support
- Doodling for rough work (please see screen shots for examples)
- Help page

- Share game token among devices
- Find X feature: solve algebraic fraction equation
- Video links to web casts on Fraction
- Convert fraction to decimal and percentage
- Single-player word/phrase puzzle game
- Decimal and Percentage
- User defined random function
- Enhanced Help page

Equivalent
Fractions
(NCTM)

4
5

Equivalent Fractions

Math Tappers
Equivalents

4
5

Fractions/Decimals-matching
decimals and fractions of equal
value.

Fraction Factory

4
5

Fractions/Decimals-placing a
fraction on the correct place on a
number line (estimating
equivalent value).

Settings page to configure:
- Time delay before showing the next question
- Level of difficulty by setting the max denominator
- Answers in mixed fraction or improper fraction
- Show solution to arithmetic and simplify/reduce type of questions
- Turn timer on/off
- Show/Hide grade
Create equivalent fractions by dividing and shading squares or circles, and
match each fraction to its location on the number line.
Check your work, and use the table feature to capture results and look for
patterns. Got a particular value for which you’d like to make equivalent
fractions? Use “Build Your Own” mode.

Tap the green chalkboard to choose activity and settings. Sound- on or off.
Difficulty-Easy, Medium, Hard,Mode-choose fractions, decimals or
percents. Tap Done.
Tap Play.
Tap the blue I to learn how to play each activity.
Tap the gear to begin. Touch the gear with your finger, drag it to the
number line where the equivalent value would be. Drop the gear on the
number line.
Green √ indicates exact, blue √ indicates close accuracy, red X indicates
incorrect.

Math Tappers
Equivalent
Fractions

4
5

Fractions (estimate fractions)placing a fraction card on the
proper place on a number line.

Freddy Fraction

4
5

Fractions/Decimals/Equivalent

Everyday Math
Equivalent
Fractions

5

Fractions-Equivalent Fractions
Solitaire with Pictures; match the
equivalent fractions.

Estimating equivalent fractions. Fraction cards are shown on the bottom
of the screen. Tap a card and drag it to the correct location on the number
line. A white "tick mark" rectangle will appear on the number line when
you are near a number. If the fraction falls within that range, drop the
card on the number line.
If you see a red circle on the card, the answer was not correct.
Tap the screen to start. Click on guest to choose settings.
Estimation mode: single (estimate the value of the fraction tile), add,
subtract
Difficulty-(changes the size of the denominatior) easy,medium, hard
Range-(less than one)=0-1, Improper fractions = 1-2
Sound-turn on sound to hear positive sound
Visual Hint-when a mistake is made a visual will be shown to help the
child.
To Play-tap Play. Drag the fraction to the nearest tick mark on the number
line. You will see a white rectangle in the correct area.
Players will look at a list of decimals on the right. They will then tap on the
correct "cell" in the honeycomb next to Freddy with the fraction that
matches the value of the decimal shown. (ex. 1/10 = .10)
Players tap and drag Freddie to move him to the correct fraction. The goal
is to get him to the spaceship in the bottom right of the screen.
If the answer is incorrect, the cell turns red and returns Freddie to his
original location. You loose "health" points for every wrong answer.
Tap New Game or How to Play.
To play, look at the first decimal number on the top on the right. Find the
cell next to Freddy (the green creature on the top left) that is equal to the
decimal. Drag Freddy to that cell.
If it is correct, the numbers on the right will scoot up to the next number.
When Freddy reaches his spaceship on the bottom right, you win.
Tap Guided play to gives hints. Uncheck it if you do not want hints.
Tap "Start".
When the fraction in the bottom pile equals one of the fractions in the top
pile, or any 2 card match, click on both cards, then click on the round blue
button with yellow cards on it.
Tip-you can drag the cards in the array next to each other to compare

Number Line

5

Fractions/Decimals/PercentPlacing fractions-percent-decimals
in the correct order on a number
line from smallest to largest.

Candy Factory

4
5
Higher
Level

(Virginia Tech app)
Fractions-higher levels
Level 1-proper fractionspart/whole concept
Level 2-proper fractions-whole
concept
Level 3-improper fractions-whole
concept

them.
If none of the fractions match, click on the Draw Pile to get another card.
You earn 10 points for each match; you can earn 5 bonus points every time
you get two in a row.
Click on the orange X button to exit, continue or return to the main menu.
Players are given a group of "bubbles" with fractions, decimals, or percents
on them. There is a number line on the bottom of the screen. Tap the
bubble and place it on the number line, going from the smallest to the
largest.
Tap "Instructions" to learn how to play.
Tap "Play".
Drag the circles containing a fraction, decimal or percent to the number
line in order from lowest to highest.
You need to line up the line on the fraction with the number line. If you
are correct, the circle will turn blue. If not, it will turn red.
You can drag it off the number line and try again.
Use your finger to scroll the screen from left to right.
The Candy Factory Game supports more powerful conceptions of fractions.
By coordinating actions of partitioning (slicing) and iterating (copying)
candy bars, students learn to conceive of fractions as sizes relative to the
whole. The idea is that students begin to understand partitioning and
iterating as inverse operations: If a student partitions the whole into n
parts, she can reproduce the whole by iterating any one of those parts n
times, thus establishing unit fractions as 1-to-n size relations with the
whole. Likewise, students begin to understand non-unit fractions, m/n, as
m iterations of 1/n; i.e., a fractional part that is m times as big as 1/n.
The game consists of five levels:




Level 1: Partitions are visible in the whole and the customer order,
which is always a proper fraction (m/n, where m is less than n).
This way, students can get oriented to the game while relying on
only part-whole concepts (m/n as m parts out of n equal parts in
the whole).
Level 2: Partitions are no longer visible in the whole, but the
customer order is always a unit fraction (1/n). At this level,
students can practice slicing the whole with finger swipes, and
they begin to understand 1/n as the unit fraction that fits into the
whole n times.







Chicken Coop
Fractions

4
5

Fractions, decimals, estimation
Proper and improper fractions,
easy and hard levels

Fraction Basics

4
5

Virtual
Manipulatives

3
4
5

Learn about fractions videos.
This free video app provides a
quick and simple way for you to
learn and understand the basics
behind fractions. There are 12
computer animated videos on
understanding fractions, improper
fractions & mixed fractions,
equivalent fractions, adding
fractions, adding fractions
examples, subtracting fractions,
multiplying fractions
Fractions, decimals, percentages

Level 3: This level is like Level 2, except now the customer order
can be any proper fraction. Students should begin to understand
m/n as m copies of 1/n and as a size relative to the whole.
Level 4: This level is like Level 3, except now the customer order
can be any fractions, including improper fractions (m/n, where m
can be greater than n).
Level 5: This level is the reverse of Level 4. Students are given a
fraction (proper or improper) and asked to produce the whole
from it. For example, given a piece that is m/n of the whole,
students need to slice the given piece into m parts and make n
copies of that piece.

Chicken Coop Fractions teaches fractions and decimals by having students
estimate the correct placement of a fraction on a number line in a chicken
coop. Students make their selections, place a nest, and a chicken fires an
egg to the correct spot on the line, indicated by an equivalent decimal. A
close estimation results in a safe landing, but an estimate that is too far off
leaves a messy result.
Watch videos to learn about fractions.

Virtual Manipulatives allows students to compare fractions, decimals and
percentages. Content can be dragged from the left side of the screen to
the blank work space, allowing students to physically compare between
the three. The workspace can also be written on by students, allowing
them to annotate the relationships being explored.

Rounding apps
(back to top)
Rounding

Vivid Practice
Rounding

2
3
4
5

3
4
5

This app contains a Tutor for
learning how to round whole
numbers, games for rounding
whole numbers to the nearest
ten, hundreds, or thousands,
rules for the games, and a
scorekeeper. Tutor is not that
good for students. Game is good
for rounding practice.
Round as many numbers as you
can in 30 seconds.
This app contains word problems
that involve rounding whole
numbers.
There are ten questions in each
level (easy, medium, hard). The
game is British, but the questions
are still relevant. Have students to
focus on the numbers to be
rounded. If they see a symbol
they don't recognize (like the
British pound sign), have them to
substitute an American symbol in
their mind.
Play the Rounding Rap before
beginning (click on the yellow
circle).

Tap "Play". Choose your level: Tens (level A or B), Hundreds (level A or B),
Thousands (level A or B).
Tap "Start". Round the number shown at the top; tap the correct answer.
If you answer incorrectly, you hear a buzz and it goes to the next question.
If you get it correct, you hear a ding and it goes to the next question. Your
score is shown on the bottom of the screen.
You get 25 points for each correct answer. You lose 13 points for each
incorrect answer.

Tap the screen to start.
Tap "Rounding whole numbers to 10, 100, 1000".
(More advanced: rounding decimals to the nearest whole number,
rounding to one decimal place)
Tap "Revision" for a rounding review tutorial.
Tap "Rounding Rap" to hear the song.
Choose your practice level: easy, medium, hard; or take the quiz.
Quiz-round the numbers to beat the timer.

Math Teacher
Rounding
(Round Number)

3
4
5

Round the number to the nearest
10, 100, 1000 by scrolling the
number wheels.
The ipod must be held horizontally
for this app. The wheels start out
on the original number. (I did
encounter one problem that
required 10, 000 for the answer
and it was not possible to choose.)
If you get it wrong, you will hear
the sound of glass breaking, the
submit button will turn red, and it
will move to the next question. If
you are correct, you will hear a
ding and the submit button will
turn green.

Tap "Practice".
("Learn" contains Youtube videos from Kahn Academy that require a
network connection.)
Turn the number wheels to show the number rounded to the nearest 10,
100, 1000 as described at the top of the screen. Tap "Submit"

Number Math

K
1
2
3
4
5

This app has six different
activities, four different difficulty
levels, and the option to select 10,
20, 30, 40, or 50 problems.
Greater Less: users select a
greater than, less than, or equals
symbol when given two numbers
Before After: users select the
number that comes before or
after a given number
Missing Number: users select the
missing number when given two
numbers
Rounding: Users round a given
number to the nearest ten.
Skip Counting: users finish a
pattern
Arrange in Order: users arrange
three numbers in proper order.

Choose: Number of Questions
Choose: Difficulty Level-Junior, Easy, Moderate, or Advanced
Choose Activity.
Activities are timed, shown on the top of the app. score and progress are
also shown.
Drag the correct answer into the blue square. A buzzer will sound if the
answer is incorrect.
Click on the blue arrow to go to the next question.
Click on the house to return to the main screen.

Rounding
Numbers

Whole

1
2
3
4
5

Rounding by 10s or 100s
Warn students to not tap the ad
on the bottom of the screen.

Rounding Numbers
Horizon Business

1
2
3
4
5
4
5

Rounding to tens and hundreds

Tiny Chicken
Learns Rounding

Rounding

Choose:
 10 or 100
 Correct Answer on or off
 10-40 Questions
 Timer on or off
Tap Continue, tap Begin. Tap the answer, tap Next. Tap Reset to start
over or tap Menu to start over or to change settings.
Settings-round to nearest ten or hundred
Practice or Quiz
Use the + and – to round up or down.
Tap Check; tap Next.
Tiny Chicken needs to open a vault to remove some documents but it is
protected by a secret combination which can only be unlocked if he knows
how to round numbers correctly. Clues are given at each level and Tiny
needs to use these clues to determine the combination of the safe to get it
open in this super exciting game.
The game uses interesting mechanics to help children practice rounding
numbers to the tenth, hundredth, thousandth and ten-thousandth places.
An exciting gameplay with great sound and art will keep children engaged
for a long time.
The app not only teaches children how to round up numbers but also helps
understand some more basic problems such as the place value of a digit in
a number.

Multiplication/
Division apps
(back to top)
Panasonic Prime
Smash

3
4
5

Prime Numbers

Touch, Smash, and Remember prime numbers the fun way!
Prime numbers - numbers that have only two divisors, 1 and itself.
Panasonic Prime Smash! is a new type of game that enables a fun way to
learn prime numbers, the mystic numbers also known as the “atom of
numbers”.
How to play
If the number on balls flying in the air is a prime number, then “touch” it to
earn points. If not, then “smash” it to divide the number until it becomes a
prime number, and then “touch” it.
As you go through the games, the speed, the number and digit number of
the balls change and increase the difficulty of the game.
Earn more points with continuous tricks and particular number
combinations!
Feature
- Simple rules and a new feeling “smash” gesture
- Multi-touch interaction for multiple players to enjoy the game with both
hands
- “Fun Facts” contents to deepen your knowledge of prime numbers
- Game Center support with leaderboards! Compare your scores with people
all over the world!
What is “RiSuPia”?
The beauty of arithmetic and mathematics hidden in nature. The fun in
natural science in daily life. RiSuPia is a hands-on museum that enables you
to experience the fascination of science of mathematics.

MathEdge Multiply
Lite

3
4
5

Flashcards-Facts 0-5
Learn to multiply multi-step
problems

Tap Flashcards or Learn Step by Step. Best for learning how to do multistep multiplication problems.

Ace Multiply-Free

3
4
5

Timed multiplication facts games.

Choose Grid Play or Grid Blitz (faster). Drag the answer to the grid.

Multiplication ! !

3
4
5

Step-by-step multiplication

Tap Settings to change username, add a user, select digits, new problems,
allow decimals or remainders, animation speed. Tap Back to return to the
home screen. You can turn of the sound if desired.
Tap Start. Tap the number that should be in the green box. Tap Enter.
Tap Delete to erase. Tap New for a new problem.
You can tap HINT for a hint. Tell them to NOT tap on Help. It will solve the
problem.

Division ! !

3
4
5

Step-by-step long division

Division for Kids

3
4
5

Practice and Test modes
2 levels of difficulty
Practice-solve the equation stepby-step. Shows the student the
procedure for solving long
division.

Tap Settings to change username, add a user, select digits, new problems,
allow decimals or remainders, animation speed. Tap Back to return to the
home screen. You can turn of the sound if desired.
Tap Start. Tap the number that should be in the green box. Tap Enter.
Tap Delete to erase. Tap New for a new problem.
Tap “practice” or test. Tap Level 1 or Level 2
Tap the number to solve the equation step-by-step. Tap “next problem”.
Tap Home to return to the main screen.

Divisibility Dash
McGraw Hill

4
5

Multiples of numbers/divisibility

Players are presented with a target divisor and number globes in the playing

The Divisibility Dash game by

area. They click the number globes to create a two-digit multiple of the

McGraw-Hill offers a quick and

divisor and eliminate the number globes. Players earn points for each

easy way to practice recognizing

correct multiple. When players can find no more two-digit multiples for the

multiples of a number and

given target divisor, they click the target divisor button to get a new divisor

applying divisibility tests. This

and release more number globes into the playing area. If the player clicks

fast-paced computation game runs

for a new divisor when the number globes already reach the top of the

on the iPad, iPhone, and iPod

playing area, the game ends. The objective is for players to earn as many

Touch.

points as possible as they clear and eliminate all number globes from the
playing area. Players win by eliminating all 60 globes!

Math Baseball
McGraw Hill
1-6 facts

3
4
5

Multiplication facts 1-6

Math Baseball
McGraw Hill
1-12 facts

3
4
5

Multiplication facts 1-12

Tiny Chicken
Learns Math

3
4
5

Multiplication/ Division

Quick and easy way to practice and reinforce basic multiplication facts (16). This app can be played by 1 or 2 players, representing 2 baseball
teams. In a 3 inning game, players take turn at bat. Players are pitched a
pair of numbers which they have to multiply and enter. If the answer is
correct, the batter is moved around the bases. On some turns, the pitch
results in an out instead of a pair of numbers. After 3 outs, it is the other
player's turn at bat. An engaging way for students to practice their
multiplication facts.
Quick and easy way to practice and reinforce basic multiplication facts (112). This app can be played by 1 or 2 players, representing 2 baseball
teams. In a 3 inning game, players take turn at bat. Players are pitched a
pair of numbers which they have to multiply and enter. If the answer is
correct, the batter is moved around the bases. On some turns, the pitch
results in an out instead of a pair of numbers. After 3 outs, it is the other
player's turn at bat. An engaging way for students to practice their
multiplication facts.
Tiny Chicken need to get across the river but there is no bridge.
The only way is by strategically placing a raft in the water for Tiny to bounce
off it. The position where the raft needs to be placed is depicted by an
arithmetic problem.

The game engages and challenges children by having a time countdown in
which they need to mentally calculate the solution to the problem. This
game will allow children to hone their addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division skills via a fun, easy to play game mechanic.

Tap Play. (Tap “I do not want these awesome features”) Select operation.
Select Level 1. The first two problems are examples to show you how to do
it.
Drag the raft above the correct sum shown in the water. Tap “pause ||” in
the top left to pause or return to home.
Read the screen to follow the directions. Drag the number and do other
actions as instructed. Tap the green checkmark when ready
Tap the 3 lines icon on the top left to go through all the lessons.

Long Division
Touch

4
5

Teaching Long Division step-bystep- one problem for each step.

Multiplication
Genius (Play
19x19)

4
5

Multiplication-2, 3, 4, 5 X up to 19,
playing against the timer

Tap “New Game” or “Times Tables’. Game-choose Easy, Mid, or Hard. Tap
the answer. (Turn sound on or off with the musical note on top.) Tap
“Stop” when done.

Dare to Share
Fairly

4
5

Division

Dare to Share Fairly is a visual math tool for children who are learning how
to divide larger numbers. Children use place value blocks to demonstrate
fair sharing. The standard division algorithm is presented for comparison.

Kids Math
Advanced

SOL Review Apps
(back to top)
Master the Math

3
4
5

Multiplication and Division Facts

34
5

VA Math SOL review questions

Tap Info, then Set Up to set operation. Multiplication or Division. Solve the
equation, tap the star with the correct answer. Tap Next.

"Master the Math" is an educational game to help students prepare for
Virginia's Standards of Learning (SOL) exams with a focus on the
mathematics curriculum from grades 3-8 (years 2006-2009). Featuring over
800 questions from 19 released SOL tests, Master the Math can help
anybody study for the SOLs. Each time an exam is selected, different
questions are randomly presented. Questions frequently include visual
elements, such as formula sheets, diagrams, graphs and charts. Students
can select a difficulty level, an option to view correct answers either during
or after the test, and retrieve their score history.

(Tell students to not use these features) But, Master the Math is more than
just a test – its interactive features include sound effects and clues. By
selecting a “50/50”, two of the incorrect answers are eliminated. Hints
provide a tidbit of information to help point the student in the right
direction. Testers can also take a risk with “Call a Tutor” who may or may
not share the correct answer. All these elements combined create a fun and
challenging educational experience

